Systematic and quantitative investigation of the mechanism of carbon nanotubes' toxicity toward algae.
Concurrent with the increasing production and application of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) comes an increasing likelihood of CNTs presenting in the aquatic environment, and thereby potentially threatening aquatic organisms via toxic mechanisms that are, at present, poorly understood. This study systematically investigated the toxicity of three multiwalled CNT (MWCNT) samples toward a green alga (Chlorella sp.), focusing on examining and quantifying the contributions of five possible mechanisms to the algal growth inhibition. The results showed that the MWCNTs significantly inhibited the algal growth. The contribution of metal catalyst residues in the MWCNTs to the algal growth inhibition was negligible, as was the contribution from the MWCNTs' adsorption of nutrient elements. The algal toxicity of MWCNTs could mainly be explained by the combined effects of oxidative stress, agglomeration and physical interactions, and shading effects, with the quantitative contributions from these mechanisms depending on the MWCNT size and concentration. At MWCNT concentrations around 96 h IC(50), the oxidative stress accounted for approximately 50% of the algal growth inhibition, whereas the agglomeration and physical interactions, and the shading effects each took approximately 25% of the responsibility.